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Invasive Lobular Carcinoma (ILC) Factsheet 

This Fact Sheet is for informational and educational purposes only.  

Lobular breast cancer is not a "rare" cancer.  
Lobular breast cancer, also known as invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC), is the second most common histological type of breast cancer 
diagnosed, accounting for about 10-15% of all breast cancers. [1],[2] An estimated 43,000 new cases of ILC are diagnosed each year. 
ILC impacts more women than do cancers of the kidney, brain, pancreas, liver, or ovaries. [3]   
 

Lobular breast cancer is a distinct subtype of breast cancer. 
A hallmark of the most common type of ILC is the absence of the protein E-cadherin. [2] ILC also has unique subtypes and variants. 
[1] It is evident that the clinical behavior and molecular features of ILC are distinct from the most common type of breast cancer, 
invasive ductal cancer (IDC), also known as IDC/NST (No Special Type). [1],[2],[4] More research is needed to better understand ILC’s 
biology and behaviors to identify ILC-specific therapies. 
 
Lobular breast cancer tumors do not usually form in lumps and are hard to feel in self-exams.  
In most cases, ILC tumors form in threadlike patterns rather than lumps. This can make even large ILC tumors hard to feel. 
Symptoms of ILC tumors can range from none to changes in the appearance of the nipple or breast, such as dimpling, hardening of 
the breast, swelling, or pain. [4],[5] On self-examination, ILC can sometimes be felt as a firmness or mass.  
 
Lobular breast cancer can metastasize to unusual places.  
Similar to IDC/NST, ILC can metastasize to the bones, brain, liver, and lungs. However, ILC can also spread to unique sites such as 
the gastrointestinal tract (stomach, small intestine, and colon), gynecological organs (ovaries, uterus), the peritoneum (abdominal 
lining), and in rarer cases leptomeninges (lining of the brain and spinal cord) [6] and orbital tissues (tissues around the eye). [7]  
 
Lobular breast tumors frequently recur many years after primary diagnosis.  
While lobular breast cancer, like IDC/NST, can recur any time after initial diagnosis, studies show that ILC often recurs later than 
IDC, more than 10 years after the initial diagnosis of cancer. [8]  
 
Lobular breast cancer is harder to detect in screening and advanced imaging.  
Since ILC typically grows in a linear pattern through the breast without distorting the surrounding structures or forming a lump, ILC 
is more difficult to detect than IDC on mammography and ultrasound or to visualize when metastatic. ILC is often missed in routine 
screening resulting in larger and later stage tumors when detected and diagnosed. Screening mammograms are still important as 
they can identify lobular breast cancers as well as other types of breast carcinomas.  
 
Lobular breast cancer is currently treated like the more common IDC/NST despite its differences.  
An individual’s treatment plan for ILC depends on many factors, including the size and grade of the cancer, genetic factors, lymph 
node involvement, and the patient’s overall health and individual preferences. At present, there are no ILC-specific treatment 
guidelines. The standard of care for early-stage treatment of hormone receptor positive ILC is the same as treatment of hormone 
receptor positive IDC/NST. More research is needed to identify ILC-specific treatment protocols. [9] 
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SIY KANSÈ NAN TETE LOBILÈ ENVAZIF (ILC)

Kansè nan tete lobilè se dezyèm kalite kansè nan tete selilè ki pi komen. 
ILC gendwa pa fòme yon boul, li ka pi difisil pou w detekte l nan yon  
oto-egzamen nan tete epi li ka pi difisil pou w wè l sou yon mamogram.

Rapòte chanjman nan tete w bay pwofesyonèl sante w la. Si w gen nenpòt nan sa yo
men yon tès mamogram negatif, diskite sou yon lòt tès imajri ak doktè w.

Pati ki di oswa epè andedan  
tete a oswa anba bra

Chanjman nan gwosè 
oswa fòm yon tete

Pati ki di oswa epè andedan 
tete a oswa anba bra

Defòmasyon oswa plisman  
po tete a

Nouvo chanjman nan pwent tete 
yo - ranvèse oswa tire

Nouvo doulè nan yon pati  
ki pa sispann

Lòt chanjman pou rapòte: chalè oswa woujè, maleng oswa chanjman po, ekoulman nan pwent tete a.
Nan pifò ka, chanjman sa yo PA kansè nan tete. Li ka pa gen okenn siy fizik ILC.

APRANN SOU KANSÈ NAN TETE LOBILÈ: 
https://lobularbreastcancer.org

 @LobularBCA

 Lobularbreastcanceralliance

Lè w reenprime oswa pibliye, tanpri konekte sou sitwèb LBCA a epi evite fè modifikasyon ki chanje kontèks orijinal la.


